PETER PILOTTO
MEN

TARGET GROUP
Bold characters, outspoken and confident in their creations. Comfortable in their own skin and enjoying every minute of their hectic existence.
LIVING IN LONDEN, SOHO
AND AMSTERDAM, JAVA
“What I find interesting about the metro is the idea of motion and speed. The physical circulation of people who plunge underground, then emerge. The constant coming and going of hundreds of thousands of people in a precise chaos”.
Biagetti, Body Building
Sound and movement influences eachother.
CREATIVE WORKING SECTOR
“As an architectural designer I focus on shapes that influences the space. I’m specialised in designing hotels and creating a unique staying for the guests”.

Daniel Buren
Precise and rigorous, he discusses design like a philosophy of life while continually shifting his awareness of the process, always with a work in progress somewhere, challenging and changing his own wisdom.
He is inventing a dialect in design, blending global ideas with graphic taste and bright colors. By mixing styles together new perspectives will grow.
Alternating geometric forms unfurl across the surface and give a new dimension.